MPO - Expert in vinyl manufacturing since 1957.

Coloured Vinyls & Limited Editions

Authenticity & Creativity

“Vinyl is the real deal. I’ve always felt like, until you buy the vinyl
record, you don’t really own the album. And it’s not just me or a
little pet thing or some kind of retro romantic thing from the past.
It is still alive.”
Jack White - (the lead singer and guitarist of The White Stripes)
Vinyl represents the purity of sound and is an object of beauty.
MPOs passion for vinyl enables us to propose a variety of options
within the manufacturing process.
There are a wide range of colours and customizable options which
allow you to realize endless combinations and create a unique vinyl
product.

Why choose MPO
For all your vinyl projects?

Expert in vinyl
manufacturing since

1957

One contact
dedicated to the
entirety of your
project.

30
vinyl
presses

7’’ - 10’’ - 12’’
140g - 180g

11,3 millions
vinyls pressed
in 2020.

100% integrated solution
Mastering
Vinyl pressing
Packaging
Logistics

Select a category
to discover our creations

CLASSICS

SPLATTERS

Find all the colors for which
we have a permanent stock of material.

Add some splatters to your vinyl
for a colorful result.

LIMITED EDITIONS

ETCHING

Find all the colors for which
we have a limited stock of material.

Stamp your own imprint on your
vinyl by engraving it.

MARBLED

SCREEN PRINTED

Give your vinyl a marbled effect that
will make each copy unique.

Print your vinyls with a
silkscreen touch on one side.

NEW : CRYSTAL
Let the light into your vinyls and
play with transparency.

Technical
specifications
Options
These customization options are available in
12’’ (30cm), 10’’ (25cm) et 7’’ (17,5cm).
Colors
The color may vary between the visuals presented and the final rendering of your vinyl
depending on light, background and and opacity of your computer screen. Also, the
photos in this document are not contractual.
Do not hesitate to get in touch with your MPO contact in order to obtain a Pantone
equivalent of the selected color. This is for information only, MPO is not in a position
to commit on the accuracy of a Pantone. Indeed, variations may appear between
your Pantone paper and vinyl color chart if the nature of the support is different.
Finally, please note that some colors from the «Limited Editions» range may present
marbling effects. The rendering is less homogeneous but just as beautiful!
Sound quality
Coloured Vinyl records are manufactured using different material compared to solid black
Vinyl. Therefore the quality of sound may vary.

www.mpo-international.com

